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Abstract 

This paper explores contemporary Greek conversational narratives in terms 
of their indexicality, • namely, the ways in which they index or constitute 
social and cultural identities, roles, relationships, stances and activities in 
their contexts of occurrence. These are argued to be interrelated with the 
stories' performance which encapsulates a closed set of recurrent linguistic 
choices. The discussion focuses first on the main forms and functions of these 
performance devices and then on their role in the stories' indexicality. 
Specifically, it is shown how they index: (i) storytelling as a social and 
cultural activity, (ii) the storyteller as a figure projected by the story, a 
conversationalist and a social actor (with a gender identity), and (iii) the 
storyteller and audience alignments as part of the immediate conversational 
encounters as well as of larger social projects. The findings presented shed 
light on storytelling as a central mode of communication in Greeks' everyday 
interactions by addressing questions of primary importance for its 
understanding, such as: Why does storytelling play a dominant role in 
Greeks' conversations? How does its dramatic and involving style interact 
with this role? Which are the shared sociocultural codes most commonly 
invoked by the stories and how do they bear on the whole storytelling 
activity? 

Introduction 
Cross-linguistically, there is an increasing interest in the ways 
in which any text with its specific linguistic choices indexes or 
constitutes social and cultural identities, roles, relationships, 
stances and activities. This property of the linguistic con
struction of discourse, namely indexicality, is at the heart of 
sociolinguistic research on text-context interaction (see, for 
example, papers in Duranti and Goodwin 1992). The starting 
point of such research is that discourse construction is an 
essentially context-bound and interactively organized 
phenomenon which systematically varies across social occasions. 
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Discourse is thus defined as language in use, that is, not just as 
ways of speaking, but also as a mode of action in context. The 
notion of context in turn stands at the cutting edge of much 
contemporary research into the relation between language, 
culture and social organization. In simple terms, it is the 
environment in which linguistic material (a text) occurs: a world 
filled with people who have social, cultural and personal 
identities, knowledge, beliefs, goals and wants, and who interact 
with one another in various socioculturally defined situations. 
The indexing of context has mainly been explored in spoken 
discourse, particularly in narrative: viewed as an inexhaustible 
source for sociocultural data, everyday discourse frequently 
serves as a "window" onto a universe of linguistic forms that are 
both defined by and used to shape social activities and stances 
(e.g. Duranti and Goodwin 1992, Hill and Irvine 1993, Johnstone 
1990, Stahl 1989). This preference is arguably attributable to the 
social and psycholinguistic primacy of spoken language which is 
produced and received in our everyday lives in massive 
quantities compared to written language. In particular, in 
cultures with strong ties with orality, this archetypal need for 
sharing experiences in spoken and, more specifically, narrative 
form is even more apparent. Hence the proliferation of research 
on the "breakthrough of cultural reality into personal reality" in 
the narratives of such cultures (e.g. Gee 1989, Hymes 1981). 

In view of the above, this paper sets out to put in the 
limelight mundane and, in many ways, inglorious Greek texts 
such as everyday conversational narratives. It is rather signi
ficant that these texts come from a society which has been 
frequently alleged to exhibit a strong orality bias (e.g. 
Mackridge 1985, Sifianou 1989, Tannen 1980, Tziovas 1989). In 
the light of literature on spoken discourse, the assumption is 
that they are ideal research sites for indexicality. Furthermore, 
the need for such an investigation is apparent in view of the lack 
of systematic linguistic research on the text-context interaction 
in Greek spoken discourse. The aim of this paper is, thus, to shed 
light on the main mechanisms by which oral narratives interact 
as discourse with their context of occurrence. For this purpose, 
the conceptual tool of indexicality is chosen because of its 
association with latest advances in research on text-context 
interaction, which has been carried out within several major 
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disciplinary frameworks for a number of years (see discussions in 
Hanks 1992 and Ochs 1988, 1992). 

According to current thinking, discourse is not a static 
reflection or mirror of a well-defined external context or "a world 
out there". Its linguistics invoke contexts but at the same time 
create, define or even redefine contexts. Text and context are 
ongoing dialogical processes which mutually feed into one 
another in a dynamic and complex relationship: texts enact 
activities, stances and shared codes as well as giving shape to 
and reconstituting them. Thus, rather than talking about contexts 
which determine the use of linguistic elements, it is more helpful 
to consider linguistic elements in discourse as indices of these 
contexts. Their indexing relation can be direct and communicated 
through their referential content as in the case of deictic 
expressions (e.g. I, he, she, here, there, now, then, etc.) which 
directly point to features of their surrounding context.1 More 
commonly, it may be non-referential, non-exclusive and 
accomplished through a vast range of linguistic (e.g. syntactic, 
lexical, discoursal, etc.) devices. Furthermore, it can be a 
constitutive relationship (see Ochs 1992): this means that the 
indexing of certain contextual dimensions can be linked in a 
constitutive sense to the indexing of other dimensions (for 
example, tag questions may index a stance of uncertainty as well 
as the act of requesting confirmation; these two contextual 
features in tum may index female gender identity). Currently, 
research on indexicality is characterized by a move away from 
relating isolated linguistic forms to features of context towards 
specifying clusters of linguistic features or communicative styles 
as indices. The notion of markedness is a major guideline in the 
identification of such features. This means that indexicality is 
not viewed as an all-or-nothing matter, but as a distributional 

1 The starting point for indexicality as an attempt to shed light on the 
relationship between text and context was linguistic deixis: it acts as a 
pointer to the surrounding context and its referents are constantly shifting 
as the relationship between utterance and context changes. The existence 
of deictic expressions within language poses with particular clarity the 
issue of how the analysis of language requires that features of context be 
taken into consideration (see Jarvella and Klein 1982, Silverstein 1976, 
1985). 
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and probabilistic relationship which is associated with 
unmarked (i.e. frequent, expected, predictable) or marked (i.e. 
rare, unexpected) enactments of acts, stances and roles by 
linguistic features. The above assumptions form the background 
of this discussion, which aims at bringing to the fore certain 
recurrent and unmarked patterns of indexicality characteristic of 
Greek storytelling. 

Data 
The initial motivation for the data collection was the frequency 
and status of Greek conversational narratives as a communication 
mode. Stories seem to dominate conversational encounters and to 
entice both tellers and audiences. As Tannen (1989) has 
suggested, when heard by outsiders and non-Greeks, they come 
across as particularly dramatic, involving and enjoyable. On the 
grounds of their frequency and role in everyday interactions, the 
identification of appropriate contexts for the data collection was 
a straightforward procedure. Recordings of conversations and, 
consequently, stories which were embedded in them, took place 
in numerous informal contexts of interaction between intimates 
ranging from street-cafes, tavernas and beaches to gatherings in 
houses and car drives. A constant guideline was the pursuit of 
fairly relaxed environments in which the participants in the 
speech events know each other well. To an extent, this is a 
guarantee of as spontaneous and natural data as possible, bearing 
in mind that the tape-recorder intrusion cannot be totally 
eliminated in any real-world contexts. The ongoing data 
collection has led to thirty hours of recorded conversations, from 
which around 500 stories have been extracted. The majority of 
them are personal stories, involving the narrator's first-person 
account of a past (recent or not recent) experience. The narrators 
could be roughly characterized as (young or middle-aged) 
middle-class Athenians with University or college education. 
Thus, the stories are arguably stories from Greeks who would 
probably identify themselves as members of the mainstream or 
the silent majority. 

The linguistics of performance 
Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the data, which are 
beyond the scope of this discussion, brought to the fore a 
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constellation of linguistic devices that form the stories' building 
blocks of organization or discourse structuring. These devices (co-) 
occur in such highly patterned and predictable ways that they 
can be argued to precontextualize storytelling events: this means 
that on a distributional and probabilistic basis, they form part 
of the stories' generic schema, which covers the expectations 
about how they should be. They thus transcend the time of their 
utterance production and reception and constitute past and future 
storytelling events (for a discussion see Ochs 1992). From the 
point of view of their discourse function, they can be captured by 
the notion of performance devices (Wolfson 1982), that is, 
devices which key the stories as replayings of the events 
narrated and not as simple reports. When spoken discourse takes 
on the features of a performance, it becomes a form of artistry in 
which the teller assumes the responsibility to an audience for a 
display of communicative skill and effectiveness (see Bauman 
1986, 1993). The data analysis suggested that in Greek stories 
this performance is based on the orchestration of the following 
devices: 

(i) narrative (historic) present; 
(ii) instances of (characters') direct speech/thoughts and 
dialogues, which if introduced by a quotative verb, are almost 
unexceptionally introduced by ";x_Ew" (say and think); 
(iii) va imperfect (narrative-specific structure in Greek) and less 
commonly imperfect; 
(iv) deictic "nJpa" (now) for "then" and less commonly 11 E6w" 

(here) for "there". 

Of these devices, the narrative present and the direct 
quotations were also included in Tannen's list of features which 
contribute to involvement in Greek stories (1983). The list also 
comprised ellipsis, repetition and second person singular, which 
did not prove as salient in the data at hand. What needs to be 
stressed about the performance devices posited here is the 
pivotal role of narrative present and (characters') speech: the 
two devices form the stories' skeleton or backbone, a pattern into 
which the rest of the devices are intercalated (for a discussion 
see Georgakopoulou 1994a). It would not be an exaggeration to 
suggest that the Greek story essentially comprises action and 
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speech segments in narrative present which interact in various 
ways. By contrast, discussions of the two devices in the literature 
(a) do not report such a strong co-occurrence between them (e.g. 
Schiffrin 1981) and (b) report a much more restricted use of the 
narrative present, covering only one third of a story's action 
verbs (e.g. Fludemik 1991, Schiffrin 1981, Silva-Corvalan 1983). 
In view of this, their extensive occurrence and co-occurrence in 
Greek stories are both treated here as markers of a fully-fledged 
narrative performance. Similarly, Leith (1995), comparing 
Scottish folktales in terms of the use of historic present, claimed 
that for a narrative performance to be fully-fledged and 
sustained the historic present needs to form the norm in the 
narration. In the Greek stories, more overwhelming evidence for 
their full performances comes from the orchestration of the 
narrative present not only with other performance devices but 
also with certain structural features. These are essential 
components of the emerging performance and are listed below: 

(i) Deep embedding of the stories into the conversational event, 
resulting in the lack of explicit prefaces and codas, the minim
ization of the initial orientation section (setting) and the quick 
passage into the story's complicating action.2 

(ii) Minimal interruptions from the audience, except for support
ive backchannelling. Challenges which seriously disrupt the 
storytelling activity are very rare. 
(iii) Minimal external evaluation (term from Labov 1972), that 
is, suspension of the story's action by the narrator to refer 
explicitly to the story's point or the tellability of certain events 
(same finding in Tannen 1983). This is interconnected with the 
minimization of the explicit resolution of the complicating 
events. As a result, the joke-type ending with a punchline 
(usually in the form of direct speech) is very common. 
(iv) Expressive phonology, imitations of (characters') voices, 
variations in pitch, loudness, stress and gestures. 

The following story exemplifies the Greek narrative 
performance, as discussed so far. The story was told to a mixed 

2 For a discussion of these narrative structure categories see Labov 1972. 
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company of six people aged 25 during a New Year's Day 
gathering in a house in Athens. Takis starts teasing Kostas, who 
is a good friend and travel companion of his, by relating 
humorous incidents from their trips. Kostas is about to take 
revenge:3 

(1) T: Twpa KWCJTa µnopE{S' va napElS' pEl3avs= 
K: =Eyw ea VTO p{J;w aAA01J l3El3ma:. Aom6:v, J;Et<lvaµE 
TTEpCJl an6 Ael]va yia KEpKUpa, npwTO TaJ;t6l µE 

µ T]XaVES', Kal TO TTVEU µa TT]S' napEaS' T]TaV Va TT a µE 
TOUplCJTIKa. AEµE .. <XVTE TTal6la, Kal TOUplCJTIKa, Kal 
va §oyuE Km. Kava Tonfo. Aom6v .. q>EU'YEl o KUplOS' 
an6 6w .. TQVPWI\KQ:Jara, apx{<;El EKaT6v oy66vTa .. 
6rnK6CJrn CJTIS' CJTpo<j>is, EµE{s an6 n{CJw E{xaµE 
TTETaJ;El µla 'YAWCJCJa TO:CJT] yia va CJE q>TaCJou µE, 
>KOUpaCJT] l6pwTaS' J;EpW yw<, xaµoyEAaCJT6S auT6S', 6EV 
'YKOUpaCJTT]Ka Kae6;>..ou/ / 

M: //KAaCJm//K6 
K: / /AEµE Kl EµEtS' µE TO Xpl]CJTO, 6E .Jll!Q.il <XAAO, K<XTl 
TTPETTEl va VTO\J KavouµE .. AEµE. H(?)µaCJTE Twpa 0 

Xpl]CJTOS' .. Eyw: .. 0 TaKT]S', Kl O rlaVVT]S' CJUV061]y6s, 

>TaKT]S' rlaVVT]S' Ol 'YPTJ'YOPOl<, Kl Eµds Ol 6uo Ol 
apyo{ 61]Aa6Tj:. Aom6v .. CJTaµaTaµE CJE KCXTTOla q><XCJT], 
AEµE µE TO XpT]CJTO .. KCXTl npETTEl va VTO\J KavouµE, 
Va VTT] µnaTT}CJEl, ea VTO\J µlAT]CJOUµE yta wpa{a Toma, 
nou AnoKAE{:ETm va EXEl 6El, ETCJl 6nws n11ya{vEl, ea 
VTO\J TTW Eyw .. AEW .. 'Yl auT6 TO wpa(o l]AlOl3aCJ{AE µa, 
CJTO yE<j>upaKl an6 KctTW. AEEl O Xpl]CJTOS', ea VTO\J TTW 

f'YW 'Yl auni TT] XPUCJaq>EVla napa;\{a_ EEKlV<X µE Twpa, 

3 The transcript symbols used for the texts are as follows: 
I I indicates overlapping utterances, = indicates continuous 
utterances, : indicates extension or prolongation of a sound (:: denote 
longer extension),;(? in the English text) indicates rising intonation, ! 
indicates animated tone, > < indicate delivery at a quicker pace than 
the surrounding talk, underlining is used for parts of utterances 
which are emphasized or stressed, (he he) indicates laughter, ( ) 
indicate editorial comments, capitals are used for talk that is spoken 
louder, a comma indicates a continuing intonation, and a full-stop a 
stopping fall in intonation, dots indicate intervals (adapted from 
Button and Lee 1987). 

Of the above symbols, > <, :, underlining, dots and capitals are not used in 
the English translation of the stories. 
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TOU AEW eyw, Xpl]<YTO TOU AEW, TO Et6ES aUTO TO 

cj>oj3Epo T]Atoj3a<YtAEµa: TTET<XYETm. 0 T<XKTJS, TTOU:; µou 

AEEl, AEW <Y
1
EKElVTJ TT] yE<j>Upa, 0 r1aVVTJS, TTOlA: 

yE<j>Upa; EKEt TTOU Eypacj>E µT]KOS .. oxTaKo<Yla µETpa; 
(he he) EVTW µETaeu ... YEA<XµE EµEtS µE TO Xpl]<YTO, 

Km. TTET<XYETal O r1aVVT]S KaTT<XKl, TO OTTOlO T]TaVE 

xapaKTTJPl<YTlKO, Km. AEEl TTOla:; µET<X TTJV apl<YTEPTJ 

avo1xnf <YTpocj>rf; OnoTE TTJV aAXTJ µEpa, n µas 
KavouvE; nXaKwvovTm. EKaT6v oy66vTa 61aKO<Yla, Km. 

Va 6EtXVOUVE K<XTl <X:<YXETa TTpayµaTa, >K<XTl j3ouva:, 

K<XTl Kaµfra 6a:<YT]< TTW:: TTW::! <DQl3EpO TOTTto Kl aUTa= 
A: =Km. KaA.a .. 6n TO a110Xaµj3ava/ /vE 
K: / / va A.EVE Kan <X<YXETa, 

T: TTW- TT(;)· KavaµE, <)>ol3Epo·. 
K: TEA.OS 1T<XVTWV .. Ta eavana{pvouµE µE TO Xpl]<YTO, 

j3ya{vouµE TO j3pa6u TWpa .. j36XTa <YTTJV KEpKupa, 

VU:XTa TWpa, µ1XaµE 6uo T] wpa TO j3pa6u, n{·qqa 
<YK0TA61, 6Ev Ej3AETTES TtTTOTa, Km. va K<XVEl o 
Xpl]<YTOS, TTW: TTw:! <)>ol3Ep6, Km. va 6EixvouµE TOV 
oupav6 .. µE<Ya <YTO <YKOTa61, Km. va ava<j>wvouµE, 11w: 

TTW: (he he) To eE<j>nXfoaµE TEAEt:WS ma. 

T: Now Kostas you can take revenge= 
K: =I will get you, but not the way you think. So, last year we set 
off on a trip from Athens to Corfu, first road trip on the bikes, 
and the general feeling was that we'd go at a touring speed. So we 
say, touring speed guys, let's see some scenery too. This gent here 
gives new meaning to the word touring, he starts by taking turns, 
at a hundred and eighty or two hundred (kilometres), we were 
panting like this, trying to keep up with you, getting knackered, 
getting sweaty, he (was) smiling, (saying) I'm not tired at// all 
M: // typical// 
K: //so, Christos and I say, well we've had enough, we must do 
something, now there's me, Christos, Takis, and Giannis on the 
back, Takis and Giannis the quick ones, and us two the slow 
ones. So at some point we stop, Christos and I say, we must give 
him a lesson, we'll describe beautiful scenery, that he's sure to 
have missed, the way he's going, I say, I'll tell him about that 
beautiful sunset at that bridge, Christos says, I'll tell him about 
that golden beach. So we set off now, I say, Christos did you see 
that beautiful sunset? Takis goes, where? I say at that bridge, 
Giannis (says), where it had this road sign saying eight hundred 
metres long? (he he) Meanwhile Christos and I can't help 
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laughing, and Giannis adds, which was typical, which bridge? 
after the open left turn? So next day, what are they up to? They 
start going at a hundred and eighty, two hundred, and pointing at 
completely irrelevant spots, mountains, burnt forests, (saying) 
blimey, this is the view for you= 
A: =as if they enjo / /yed it 
K: I /talking rubbish, 
T: we were going, blimey, isn't this fabulous! 
K: Anyway, Christos and I become furious, (now) we all go out 
for a ride in Corfu that night, and it was dark now, two o'clock 
in the morning, pitch black, and we (were) showing the dark sky, 
and saying, wow, (he he) We really started going over the top 
then. • 

As we can see, the story immediately jumps into the action 
(so we set off); background information is strategically 
positioned at various points in the story later on. Throughout the 
complicating action, we find an overwhelming dominance of 
performance devices (signposted in the Greek text) which mostly 
follows the pattern: narrative present action - speech (e.g. we set 
off ... we say). This is enhanced by the use of the marker "now" 
(e.g. so we set off now) and of va imperfect in the story's 
climactic action (e.g. showing irrelevant spots ... saying wow). 
The narrative ends on its "high-point" with the addition of only 
one concluding phrase (we really started going over the top 
then). The evaluation of the events is thus deeply embedded in 
the drama which makes up for the lack of explicit encodings of 
the narrator's attitudes and emotions. 

The patterns of (co-)occurrence of the above devices en
capsulate the parameters of the "Greek" narrative performance 
in as much as they form a generic norm for storytelling in the 
community. As I have argued elsewhere (Georgakopoulou 1994b, 
1995), functional linguistic analyses suggest that the essence of 
this performance is conveying a sense of proximity between the 
world of the story and the immediate conversational situation. 
There are numerous linguistic categories for encoding subjectivity 
and emotionality in language, such as categories related to 
assertiveness or non-assertiveness, certainty or doubt, positive or 
negative evaluation, intensity, quantity, etc. (see Besnier 1994, 
Caffi and Janney 1994). Among these, proximity is fundamental 
and has been widely attested in discourse. Proximity strategies 
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are related to far/near orientations, to the speaker's positioning 
towards the message and the participants. The commonest 
proximity markers are related to temporal deixis (e.g. use of 
tenses). This is evident in the Greek stories, too, by the strategic 
role of narrative present, "va" imperfect, imperfect and the 
deictic "now". 

The claim that proximity strategies underlie the encoding of 
emotion and experiential subjectivity in the Greek narrative 
performances does not go so far as to exclude all other emotive 
devices from that process (e.g. intensity markers, emphatic 
particles, lexical repetition, evaluative lexical choices, etc.). 
This is not an all-or-nothing issue. However, proximal devices 
are clearly dominant, qualitatively and quantitatively, in the 
textual encoding of affect. As such, they are also the main 
devices in which the stories' participatory engagement is rooted. 
Since their discoursal role is to bring the events close to the 
speakers' and hearers' immediate situation, they are expected to 
set the pattern for the audience's participation in the story
telling: a participation which is reminiscent of that of audiences 
of theatrical performances, since it is connected with the ideas of 
proximity and visualization. The audience become involved in 
the narrative through the sense of co-witnessing the events with 
the narrator. This is the reason why, as suggested, serious 
disruptions of or challenges to the storytelling activity are very 
rare. 

Contextualization cues of storytelling activities 
The uncovery of the main devices of the communicative style of 
Greek stories is an indispensable step towards exploring the 
salient aspects of the stories' indexicality. The argument is that 
performance choices, being central to the organization of the 
storytelling activity, manage through their recurrence to evoke 
and encapsulate the stories' meaning, in the sense of sociocultural 
significance for storytellers and audiences. In Gumperz's terms 
(1992), they act as contextualization cues: this is a concept which 
has stemmed from research on indexicality. It embraces highly 
patterned linguistic choices which act as mediating devices in 
that they trigger to the addressees a certain set of sociocultural 
expectations, attitudes and social actions associated with the 
activity. At a global level, they signal what is to be expected 
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from the activity and help the addressees form predictions about 
its outcomes and the quality of interpersonal relationships in it. 

At this level of indexing storytelling arenas as social 
activities, performance devices in Greek stories generally 
promote a solidarity ethos and a sense of bonding between tellers 
and listeners. As a result, they maximize the power of stories in 
conversations as devices for creating interactional allegiances 
between the participants and a widened base of support for the 
tellers' positions. This is mainly achieved by the participation 
framework invoked by performances, that is, the positions 
which storytellers and audiences may take in relation to what is 
said (Goffman 1981). First, the stories are so embedded in the 
conversations and so "proximal" that, though invoking a 
different participation framework from that of conversations, 
they are still perceived as very much part of the "here and now" 
of the conversational world. They are, therefore, powerful 
devices for affecting it. In addition, with their animation of 
(characters') voices and minimal narratorial interference, they 
allow a very safe and powerful position for the storyteller: a 
diffusion of the responsibility for attitudes and sentiments to two 
positions other than the storyteller, namely the author and the 
principal (idem). The author is that aspect of self responsible for 
the content of the talk and the principal is someone whose 
position is established by the words that are spoken, whose 
beliefs are told, who is committed to what is said. These are 
positions which can be manipulated in narrative production. In 
the case of Greek performances, the two capacities work in 
favour of the figure which is projected by the story and 
ultimately of the teller, freeing the speaker from sole 
responsibility for the truth and validity of the positions. Thus, 
if part of the stories' power as a genre is that the audience can 
gain an idealized view of the experience through the author and 
of the teller through the figure (Schiffrin 1990), in Greek stories 
this is used to its full potential. This kind of indexing through 
performance underlies the pivotal role of Greek storytelling in 
conversations for expressing views and opinions at the expense of 
expository discourse. 

Example 2 below exemplifies this relationship between the 
participation framework of performances and the act of opinion
expressing. The story is typical of numerous stories in the data 
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which replace expository discourse. In this case, the con
versation is about nudism on Greek beaches in a company of three 
men and four women. The storyteller, who gradually and 
discreetly supports the view that it is a healthy stance and 
should be allowed, relates the following incident before she 
expresses any of her views. The story, which only implicitly 
encodes her opinion on such a sensitive and taboo topic, is 
arguably a powerful device for achieving the audience's 
sympathetic alignment towards her view. 

(2) To dno 0-Tll «l>OAE:yavopo:, Ol VT01Tl0l E(xav 
i.;E<YllKW0d, ETIElOTJ KavavE Ol i.;EVOl yuµvwµo, Kl EKEl 
0-TllV napaA(a ... yta va TIAU0ouµE, ElxE Eva µEy<XAO 
TETio(t To vEpo, nou EAEYE .. vEpo µ11 1160-tµo, >To 'xav 
yta 116no-µa l.;Epw yw<. TEAOS navTwv avo{l,;aµE EµE(s 
EKEt, TIAEv6µao-TE, Evas i.;Evos Aorn6:v, 6Ev l,;Epw n 
T}Tav auT6s . . 0AAav66s, TJTav fras l,;av06s EKE{, µaKpu 
µaAAl, KaTEj3<X(El TO µayt6 .. va TIAU0El. Apx{(OUVE 
AOlTIOV .. an' TO aTIEvavn µTiaAKOVl, j,)a?:,ro j,)paKl qoy 
pE 12«2:.ro 1,?paKi crov pE 12«2:.ro SpaKi crov (he he) nor 
va KaTaAaj3El O av0pwnos, Kl Evas EKEl va aTIElAEl µE 
µta µayKoupa, 13«2:.ro j,)paK{ qoy, NTPOITH iox PE (he 
he), Kl Ol <XAAOl va q>wva(OUVE. Kanota o-nyµT} .. AEEl 
aUTOS, Tl µou q>wva(ouv; µT}TIWS AEEl TO VEpo .. AEEl TO 
0EAOUVE; ETIElOTJ l,;ooEUOUµE TO VEpo; OXl AEEl Evas, TO 
µayt6, To µayi6 o-ou (whispers), a::! AEEt (whispers), To 
µayi6. To q>opE<rE TEAtKa. 

This happened in Folegandros, the locals were up in arms, 
because of the nude tourists, and on the beach, there was a large 
water tank, for showers, and it said, don't drink this water, they 
had it for watering their plants, or I don't know what. So we 
used some to wash, and there was this tourist, probably Dutch, 
blonde guy, long hair, he pulls down his trunks to wash. So they 
start yelling, from a balcony opposite, oy put your pants on, put 
your pants on, put your pants on. How could he understand? 
And someone threatening him with his walking stick, put your 
pants on, shame on you, and the others shouting at him. At some 
point he says, why are they yelling at me, do they want to save 
the water? (whispers) it's your trunks, somebody tells him, it's 
your trunks, oh my trunks. And he finally pulled them back on. 
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While this is an eye-witness and not a personal story, the 
teller manipulates the participation framework to indirectly 
encode her view. She subverts the authors (people from the 
village whose voices she animates and imitates) and em
pathizes with the character of the tourist. The figure (the self 
of the narrator) is displayed by the story by means of ridiculing 
the islanders (as the authors and principals in the text). 
Meanwhile, the audience are lured into accepting the story
teller's view through enjoying the humorous delivery of the 
narrative events. The use of performance devices allows the 
narrator to internalize her point and let the events speak for 
themselves. The· follow-up to the story by one of the 
conversationalists shows that the story's point has been 
communicated successfully: 

E'yw .. t<JTop(Es nou EXW aKoU<JEt . . Kat KuKXo<j>o
poucravE:, €(Vat OTl TOUS' 1T€Tayav€ .. Kapu6ta, TTETpES' 
eEpW yw, TOUS 1T€Tpoj3oXou<JaVE ... 

Well I've heard stories too, that they were throwing walnuts at 
them, stones, that they were stoning them ... 

In the next example, we have a slightly different parti
cipation framework. The narrator here happens to disagree with 
one of his conversationalists. His view is that looking for love 
and financial well-being in one's marriage is a feasible goal. But 
instead of expressing this in the form of an argument, he chooses 
to narrate the incident below: 

(3) A: Kofra N(Ko, Kt 6Xa 6E µnopE(s va vTa j3pds, 
1TpE1T€l va j3aAElS' TlS' 1TpOT€patOTT]TES' <Jou= 
N: =auTo 6€ µnopElS' va VTO TTElS'. Eyw E{xa EVa <j>(Xo, 
TTOAAa: xp6vw <j>(Xos, Kat TOV€tp6 TOU, <JU(T]TayaµE 
eEpW yw, Kat µou AEEl, KaAOS' ElV O EpwTaS .. µou 
AEEl, aXXa KaX6 €(Vat Kat ro ]JaKETO .. µou AE€l va 
EXEt, To NTEXop. (he he) TEXos navTwv .. Tou XEw, 6Xa 
6€ <JU µj3a6((ouv KwcrTaKT] µou .. AEW, X( yo TTOAU KltTTOU 

ea 1TE<J€lS' Eew, 11 <JTO xp11µa 11 <JTT]V ayaTTT]. METa an6 
Kaµta j36oµa6a µou AEEl, eEp€lS" KltTl, KaX6 KaX6 EtVal 
µ6vo TO naKETO, aµa EXElS" TO TTaKETO, j3pfoK€lS' TT)V 
ayaTTT) .. µou KltVEl. E TTEpa<JE X(yos Katpos, yvwp(t;Et 
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µta KOTTEAAa, >xwp(s va etpn TlTTOTa<, yvwpWT'l)KaVE, 
eEf pns nix a{ a, TE At Ka TOU j3'}'T]KE TTAOU o-ta! 
ITavTpEUTl]KaVE wpa(a Kat KaAcf., eavao-U(T]Ta.µE µta 
<j>opd, µou AEH, aUTl] E(vat T] ETTtTuxfo µou AEEt, Kat 
aycf.TTT] Kat AEq>Ta.. 

A: Look Nikos, you can't have it all, you must get your priorities 
right= 
N: you can't say this. I have a friend, I've known him for years, 
and his dream was, well we were talking once, and he tells me, 
love is good, but the package is good too, the Delors package. (he 
he) Well I tell him, you can't have your pie and eat it too Kostas, 
you will lose out somewhere, either in money or love. A week 
later he tells me, well you know something, only the package is 
good after all, if you have the package, you can have love too. 
Some time went by, he meets a girl, without knowing anything 
about her, they just met, accidentally, but it turns out she's loaded. 
They got married, we have another chat after that, this is success 
he tells me, love and money at the same time. 

In this case, three capacities, namely the author, the figure 
and the principal encapsulated by the narrator's friend, work in 
favour of the teller's views and lend them validity: the friend's 
story is proof for the teller's opinion. Invoking such a parti
cipation framework by means of a story is chosen by the teller as 
a more powerful device than putting his views forth in the form 
of arguments. 

Participation frameworks and storytellers' self-presentation 
The above examples demonstrate that the relationship between 
the stories as performances and their participation frameworks 
indexes not only the role and status of storytelling in 
conversational contexts but also the storytellers' self
presentation. Self-presentation is an integral part of the stories' 
indexicality since it is at the heart of both the functions 
(purposes) of narrative communication and the construction of 
narrative worlds. Narratives are one of the most instrumental 
devices for social actors to pursue their agendas, achieve 
interactional ends and, generally, perform actions. One such 
action, central in the storytelling of numerous cultures, is that of 
self-enhancement (i.e. self-aggrandizement, self-foregrounding). 
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In Greek stories, it is intertwined with performed deliveries. 
First of all, the sense of proximity and dramatization make this 
inherently face-threatening act as little threatening as possible 
by securing the addressees' sympathetic alignment with the 
story's figure. The figure in turn presents the narrator in a 
positive light. Similarly, the dramatization of voices usually 
embeds the self-enhancement in the role of the author (i.e. 
characters in the story responsible for the talk) and not the 
storyteller. 

This shifting of positions is very effective for self
presentation: it is, once again, through the capacity of the 
author and the principal that the teller's position is enhanced. 
More importantly, proximity underscores the current relevance of 
the self-enhancing events and situations: it allows their 
presentation not just as a part of a narrative world, a world 
which is gone and forgotten, but as an integral part of the 
conversational here and now. In this way, it helps the narrator 
as a conversationalist to forge alliances with the audience. The 
following brief story of self-enhancement will serve to illustrate 
the above: 

(4) Hp0avE <JE µta q>a<JT) <JE µas Ka'TUl .. Ka'Tt ayy'Aot, 
>l)'TaVE Kava TIEV'Tapt a'Toµa<, Kat 'TWpa µas j3pfoKOUVE 
O'E µta: Ka'TaO''TaO'T) Eµa:s, 6nou lxouµE opyavwO"Et 

Tpams(:t, ra UDPQVY\a o:wpos: EKEl .. O'EVa TpanE(:l, m 
um>lCOAlK<X Ta Kpfora. Tous AEUl E"fW, µT) µas TIEpVCXVE 
E6w .. A€Ul Ol dv0pwnot, va V'TOUS' j3a'Aou µE µta 
µnpt(:o'Aa va q>avE, tEd>Ttt,a Etvat, Vat PE AEVE, Ka'Aa 
AES', l;Eq>n'Aa AEVE, va V'TOUS' j3a'AouµE. Kot'TCXl;'TE .. 'TOUS' 
AEUl, EACX'TE va q>aµE, EXOUµE µta O'U"fKEV'TpUlO'OUAa, KCX0€ 
ITapaO"KEUT) O'UVT)0t(:ouµe va KavouµE .. 'TE'TOta, l;EpE'TE 
.. vTpona'Ao{ O''TT)V apxll, µETa an6 BEKa 'AEnTa, apx{
<:ouve >ns a:YKat,lES: 'Ta ,!llAlCX 'TlS' UTI)JpES: xatVEKEV<, 
'TU::q>'Aa, 'TU::q>'Aa. MEXPl 'TO a'A'Ao j3pa6u KOtµouvTav. 

At some point some English people came down to us (i.e. the 
narrator's colleagues), they were around five people, and now 
they land on us having set the tables for lunch (the colleagues had 
organised a lunch party), heaps of cutlery at the tables there, 
steaks and meats, I tell them (his colleagues), we don't want the 
people getting the wrong idea about us (i.e. about our generosity), 
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let's serve them some steaks, it wouldn't be on not to, they tell me, 
yeah you're right, it's not on, we'll give them some. I tell them (the 
English) look, why don't you join us, we have a bit of a gathering, 
we always have one on Fridays, at the beginning [they were] shy 
you know, ten minutes later, they start hugging and cuddling us 
and having Heineken beers, pissed, completely pissed. They were 
in bed after that for a whole day. 

In simple terms, the self-enhancement of this example lies in 
invoking the values of hospitality and filotimo, stereotypes of 
the Greeks. Their manifestation is set in motion by the narrator's 
suggestion to his colleagues to treat the "foreigners" hospitably. 
These are presented as very grateful recipients of this 
hospitality: hesitant and shy at the beginning, as North 
Europeans stereotypically are, but later on warm recipients of 
the friendliness and hospitality, which was initiated by the 
narrator. The narrator here seems to be trying to cast a positive 
light on himself (as the story's figure) by means of strategically 
employing cultural stereotypes. This is characteristic of 
numerous stories in the data, that is, linking their tellers' 
presentation with a closed set of social actions, roles and 
attitudes. Such values have often been characterized in the 
literature as the stories' "cultural grammar" (Polanyi 1989). 
They can be abstracted from stories "by what was most 
interesting, storyworthy or compelling about their propositions; 
the culturally salient material generally agreed upon by 
members of the producer's culture to be self-evidently important 
and true" (6). They thus underlie the stories' point or tellability. 

In the Greek stories, the list of tellable themes and topics in 
most cases invokes a set of values which could be characterized 
as "traditional". For instance, an overwhelming 80% of the 
personal stories are family-oriented stories: they narrate 
incidents concerning the narrators' (immediate) family and their 
point revolves around family life. This means that the 
experiences arising from it are projected as inscribing personal 
experience. Happiness or unhappiness within it are instrumental 
to the narrator's happiness or unhappiness respectively. In 
addition to this, there is a dominant tendency in the data to 
invoke kinship-oriented themes and, in particular, the 
distinction between in-group and out-group in various forms, 
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which are beyond the scope of this discussion. Here, it suffices to 
say that the in-group is almost unexceptionally conceptualized 
in terms of the narrator's immediate or extended family while 
the out-group is variable, shifting and dependent on the 
narrative context. The distinction between the two is normally 
invoked with the aim of strengthening and reaffirming the 
value system and identity of the in-group. If the above is 
combined with the social drama which the stories create 
through their constant animation of voices, we get an overall 
picture of an anti-personalist or highly interpersonal 
construction of meaning and conception of self in the stories.4 

The above core elements of the stories' "cultural grammar" 
are particularly interesting for their role in indexing participant 
relations in conversational encounters.5 They show how 
discoursal choices can invoke as well as be shaped by shared 
sociocultural codes; also, how this relationship can be turned to 
the service of social projects in which the participants of a 
speech event are engaged. A further illustration of this is the 
following extract from a female narrator's story about the 
purchase of a flat. In the context where the story was told, the 
narrator, who had recently bought a flat with her husband in a 
posh neighbourhood of Athens, was asked whether it was worth 
buying something so expensive. She immediately tells the story 
to justify and cast positive light on their choice: 

(5) ... Xom6v f3XfoouµE €Kd .. TTJV wpa TTOU (pEUyaµE, 
µta .. a(po{ rKlwVTJ .. Ta6E TTJAE(pwvo, To 11a{pvH o 

E>wµas, AE€1. auT6S', TOUTTJ TT] crnyµ~ 6€V EXW .. AEEl, 
apyE{ va y{V€1.. Tou AEEl O E>wµas, TTm.6aKt µou, µ~TTWS" 
€lO"a1. a116 TO KaKoup1.; AE€1. .. 6xi., yi.aT{; yi.aT{ EµEtS' 
E{µacrTE a116 Kdva Ta µEpTJ, Eµds dµacrTE a116 TTJV 

4 For details on the encoding of an anti-personalist view of meaning in 
discourse and its association with speech animation see Duranti 1993. 
5 This indexicality is not reducible to sweeping cultural conclusions. 
Ethnographic studies have shown that Greek society is complex and 
questions widely held assumptions about the polarity between urban
rural or modern-traditional. Thus, it cannot be characterized with 
opposite poles of dichotomies such as traditional vs modern or collectivist 
vs independent (e.g. Faubion 1993, papers in Loizos and Papataxiarchis 
1991). 
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Ar,.wvtcrTatva, Tou AEEt auT6s, EAA 6w Tou AEEt, Efoat 
cra(3aTOYEVVTjµEvos, ea CfE <j>nai;w TOU AEEl, Epxoµat 
TOU AEEt O E>wµas. ~TJKWv6µacrTE Kat naµE, q;axvovTas 
Twpa, 6uo T] wpa TO µE<fT]µEpl, naµE, µE TO TTOU TO 
(3r,.ETTouµE TO 6taµE:ptcrµa, l,lE\Va(J,E IJ,E\ValJ,E. Aom6:v TOU 
AEµE, CfE 6uo wpES µnopouµE va:, KaTa ns TE<f<fEPlS va 
To 6ouµE, ywT( va <j>EpouµE Kat Tous 6tKous µas. 
<PEpvouµE TTJV KOUVta6a µou, EPXETat Kl O Kouµnapos 
µas O C.T]µllTPTJS, Kat TJ a6Ep<j>11 µou TJ Bacrw, µE TO TTOU 
TO d6avE auTo(, r,.EVE .. KaefoTE K<XTW Kat KAEl<fTE TO, 
TETOta auT11 6E ea J;ava(3pEfrE ... 

... so as we were leaving we see an ad for "Afoi Cioni", ring such
and-such a number, Thomas calls them up, he says, we haven't got 
anything at the moment, it's still in the pipeline. Thomas tells him, 
matey you ain't from Kakouri, he says no, why? 'cos we are from 
those parts, well we are from Alonistena he tells him, well come 
here, you were born "on a Saturday" (born lucky; blessed by the 
stars), I'll sort you out, I'm coming Thomas tells him. So we go 
down there, hunting around at two o'clock in the afternoon, 
when we laid eyes on the flat, we were gobsmacked, gobsmacked. 
So we tell him, can we in two hours, can we come back at four? 
we want to bring our relatives. So we take my sister-in-law with 
us, Dimitris our "koumbaros" (best man) comes along too, and my 
sister Vaso, when they saw it they tell us, sit tight and strike an 
offer, flats like this don't grow on trees ... 

As in example 4, in the above extract too shared codes are 
strategically employed as vehicles for the narrator's self
presentation and as modes of action in the teller-audience 
interaction. It is interesting how the in-group agenda lurking 
beneath the events narrated serves this purpose. The narrator 
seems to be suggesting that it was because of her husband's 
common origin with the estate agent that they managed to 
purchase the flat. In view of the cultural codes that she assumes 
she shares with the addressees, the purchase is contextually 
cued as a successful and fortunate event. Additionally, a whole 
army of relatives including the koumbaros (best man) come to the 
flat as advisors on the purchase. The narrator's agenda when 
invoking such values is to diffuse responsibility for the purchase 
from her husband and herself to the social drama with 
relatives: these are the authors, responsible for the praise of the 
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flat. Their views are lent validity by their association with the 
symbolic and cultural capital of kinship values. The proof for 
this is that stories like (5) do not backfire in the contexts in 
which they occur. They are tellable as long as the audiences 
treat them as tellable. 

Gendered aspects 
The strategic use of sociocultural values, attitudes and stances is 
also evident in the communicative styles of self-presentation 
which index the storyteller's gender identity. In terms of the 
nature of indexing, this is a constitutive relationship. The 
linguistic features in question do not directly and exclusively 
index gender. They rather index stances and social acts, such as 
the ones discussed so far, which in tum help to constitute gender 
meanings. A first instance of how this takes place is the 
discourse style of verbal aggression and adversativeness. This is 
very much associated in the data with the male narrators' self
presentation. It suffices to mention that half of the stories from 
men revolve around the themes of contests and conflicts.6 As for 
the rest, it is very common to find instances of disagreement and 
verbal aggression in the interactions which they encode. In some 
cases, the whole narrative takes the form of an incident 
involving an antagonistic verbal interaction or "duel", such as 
the example below: 

(6) Mou AEEl npoxels O Ta<JOS O PouµEAtWTT]S, AES yta 

Aayous µou AEEt, Kan AEyaµE EKEl 1T€pa, an& 6E ea 
VTOV EXEtS 6Et TO Aayo TTWS EtVat, T01J AEW qE UEVa 
Ta AES auTa pE PouµEAtWTTJ T01J AEW, ~ O"To <JTTfrt 
PE T01J AEW, EKaTO XtAta6ES EYW . . T01J AEW, ~aAE Kat 
6€Ka EO"\J T01J AEW, naµE O"TilTt, av 6EV EXW 6uo 11 
TPEtS T01J AEW, 6E euµaµat KaAa, 6uo o:rivrapr T01J 
AEW, av EtVat KaTW a116 6uo xavw ns EKaTO XtAta6ES, 
av dvat Evas T01J AEW, xavw ns EKaTO XtAta6Es, av 
dvat Mo 6µws, ea ns KEp6fow Tou AEW ns 6EKa ns 
6tKES <Jou. IIAµE pE Tou AEW. IIotf:: va TOAµll<JEt o 
PouµEAtWTTJS va 'pen! EAa pE Tou AEW. Tous E{xa 

6 The association of conflict and aggression with the discourse style of 
men is a common finding in the linguistics literature on gender differences 
(see e.g. Tannen 1993). 
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6µws- eyw TOUS" 6uo, TIPOX0ES' EytVE aUTO. Ilou va 'p0El 
o Tcfoos. 

Two days ago Tasos Roumeliotis tells me, you're talking about 
hares all the time he tells me (the narrator is a hunter), 'cos we 
had a discussion, but I bet you haven't even seen one, I tell him/ 
are you talking to me Roumeliotis, come on then, let's go to my 
place now, I bet a hundred thousand drachmas, you place a bet of 
ten, let's go to my place, where I keep two or three I tell him (hares 
that he had killed), I'm not sure, but it's minimum two, if it's less 
than two I'll give you a hundred thousand drachmas, but if it's 
two your ten thousand drachmas will be mine, let's go then I tell 
him. As if Roumeliotis would dare! Come on then, I say. But I was 
sure I had two (hares), this happened two days ago. As if Tasos 
would come. 

The verbal confrontation is a necessary component of all contest 
and fight stories and normally precedes the physical part of the 
conflict, as illustrated in the short extract below: 

(7) ... Km TiapEfrJyE(Tm O KpTjTtK6s, 0 KAa<Y<YtK6s 

KpTJnK6s- 6TjAa6ii <YE Thorn µTiap, 0a QKOTWO:Ul rnv,frav 
l3pa6tdnKa <Yl]µEpa AEEt. Tov yKotTdw, oE 0a 'ga1 
~ Tou AEW, <YE Tiotov T6 'TIES' auTo Tou AEW, <YTov 
aEpa Tou AEW, <YE µfra Tou AEW, <YE Tiotov T6 'TIES'. 
MvEl <YUV0Tjµa O µdyKaS' as TIOUµE Km Ta /1.0tTid, 
E µc)>av(CovTat TE<Y<YEpts- TIEVTE ET<Yt, E µds- TTJV dxa µE 
TiapEt xaµTidpt TTJ 6oUAEtd ... 

... and this Cretan gets annoyed, your typical Cretan who hangs 
around in the bars, I am gonna kill someone tonight he says. I look 
at him, you must be mad I tell him, who are you talking to I tell 
him, are you talking to the air I tell him, are you talking to me I tell 
him, who are you talking to. The toughie signals to his mates you 
know, four or five of them show up, we suspected this'd happen ... 

Examples like (6) and (7) above verge on the grotesque in their 
depiction of conflicts, in that they blatantly invoke a spirit of 
machismo. Taking into account that such stories are not marginal 
but part of the repertoire of stories told by "educated" 
professional men, we could place them at the explicit end of the 
continuum of narratives which serve the male narrators' self-
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presentation by means of a gendered agenda. As Shuman has 
suggested (1986), the major functions of fight stories are very 
often not representational: more stories are usually told than 
fights are fought. This is a very relevant argument for Greek 
men's fight stories and contests, which essentially function as 
attempts to shape potentials in the social arena in which their 
tellers operate. By invoking an agenda which is recognizably 
gendered and by drawing on gendered stereotypes, men 
storytellers promote their personal agendas in conversational 
contexts: they reassert and reaffirm their position, present 
themselves in a positive light, justify their actions, etc. As 
shown so far, the participation frameworks invoked through 
performances allow them to achieve this in the least face
threatening way. Hence, they "can get away" with such stories 
in mixed audiences. 

On the whole, self-presentation in contest and fight stories is 
interrelated with the ways in which men storytellers build the 
audiences' sympathetic alignments towards them. As a rule, 
these are based on a male-associated solidarity and male
bonding ethos. This is particularly evident in the instances of 
"amicable" verbal aggression between friends which are very 
frequently encoded in men's stories. The extract below 
exemplifies this: 

(8) ... µou AEEl O ftaVVT]S, EAa pE Tl KWAWVElS, 11aµE 
a116 '6w, PE ftavvri TOU AEW ~Epw yw ETCH OTIWS 
dµacrTE, µE navtva a8AT]TtKa 11a11ouTcrta, KaAT<rouAa .. 
µayto Kat TlTIOTa (.(/\AO. EEpElS TWpa t6pwTas, TOV 

t6pwTa TT]S (w11s µas. AEEl .. crtya pE, n KWAW:VElS, 
KWAWVElS Twpa; 6EV "{KWAWVW PE ftavvri, aAAa Efoat 
croj3apos TW:pa; Mou avo{yEt TT] µnopTa, CtVTE, CtVTE PE 
<j>o~tTcrtapri µou AEEl, µT] "{KWAWVEtS pE, Tt KWAWVEtS, 
µTIES µfoa. M11a{vw Kl E"fW µlcra ... 

... Giannis tells me, come on, what are you 'fraid of, let's go this 
way, I don't know Giannis I tell him, in this state, you know 
trunks, socks and trainers and nothing else. You know, a real 
sweat, completely soaked. Oh come on, whatcha 'fraid of, 
whatcha 'fraid of, no I'm not afraid Giannis, but I mean are you 
serious? He opens the door, come on he tells me, go on you wimp, 
don't be scared, why are you scared. So I enter ... 
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This is a typical male interaction which involves a lot of joking 
and teasing as elements of a sociable disagreement before 
reaching agreement on a course of action. It can be argued that in 
these cases the discourse style of adversativeness and dis
agreement precipitates friendship, a sense of solidarity and 
bonding? This can be aligned with Tannen and Kakava's (1992) 
finding that the Greek cultural style in conversations places 
more positive value on dynamic opposition which is essentially 
a form of sociability. On the basis of the sample of Greek stories, 
we could argue that this sociability is more associated with men 
storytellers' self-presentation and participant alignments in 
conversations. 

By contrast to the above, women's storytelling as a rule 
exhibits a self-presentation which is based more on self
deprecation (self-effacing). This commonly takes the form of 
troubles-telling or stories of gaffes, embarrassments and fear. 
Such self-presentation, as in the case of men's stories, is 
constitutive of gender meanings. Once again, this indexicality is 
mediated by stances and acts which bear on the participation 
framework of conversations and the creation of participant 
alignments. As a result, it is rather inappropriate to view it as 
an exclusive and direct relation. This means that self
deprecation (i) is an unmarked but not unexceptional case in 
women's storytelling, (ii) can be found in men's storytelling as 
well and (iii) is not necessarily a direct index of women story
tellers' gendered position in the society. The contextualization of 
self-deprecation suggests the multi-functionality of the choice. 
As is the case with men's self-presentation style, it, too, is 
associated with modes of strengthening solidarity and soci
ability between tellers and audiences in conversational arenas. 
Thus, in numerous cases, it is a vehicle for enhancing women 
storytellers' profile in the conversation. We can see how this is 
achieved in the following example: 

(9) Eyw µta q>opa huxa <JE Tai,;tT(ri TTOpVO<JTap, TpElS 

11 wpa <JTO XaAav6pt .. , 1l <JTl) Nfos ~µupVl)S. E .. µE 

<JUV06EUH KCXTTOlOS <JTO Tai,;{, OTT6TE AEW EVTai,;n, 0a 

7 For a discussion of how conflict and verbal aggression can precipitate 
solidarity in certain conversational contexts see Tannen 1993. 
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KaTO"W µnpOO"Ta, 6E µou °K04JE on ea 'µat µOVT] µou, 

µ{vt EYW EV TW µETai;u, Kae6n µETa an6 6EtTTVO >6EV 

i;EpW Kl EYW n<, eEKtvaµE EKEl, avd{3ouµE Tmydpo Kl 

Ol 6uo, >TTWS" O"E AEVE n KaVElS" n O"TTOU6a<;Ets<, AEW 

EYW .. efoTpo Kat KtVT]µaToypd<j>o, AEEt.. a AEEt .. EXW 

6out-.bjJEt Kl EYW O"TO OWEµa. Tov YKOtTa<;w KaAa Kat-.d, 
AEW O"TO O"lVEµa; n KavaTE; AEEl va, µta µEpa {3a<:w 
O"TO Tae{ µou ba VTUTTO, Eva AEEl Kararrt,nKnKo 
O"KT]VOeETT], 0 OTTOlOS" µou <:TJTT]O"E va na{ew O"E Tatvta 
Tou, AEW Eyw n <1KTJVoeETTJS" lJTav auT6S", notos 

<YKT]voeETTJS"; n Tatvta; µou AEEt, va µou AEEt, va .. <YE 

Kan nopvoTatVlES' T]TaVE. (he he) TEAOS' TTaVTWV, EYW 

EKElVT] TT]V wpa AEW, wx 9EOUATI µou TIOU EµTIAEea:, EV 

TW µETaN EKElVTJ TTJV cJpa TIEq>TEl KATAPAMENO 

<j>avdpt, KOKKlVO. Kat µou KaVEl ETO"l µ{a, maVEl :u.ci 
TO µnoun, Kat µou AEEl, EYW µou AEEl dµat lI.Q.L:Jl 
yEpos <1Tov EpwTa, Kat nota AETE lJTav TJ anaVTTJO"TJ 

µou EKElVT] TT] crnyµT]; µnpa::{30, µ11pa::{30. (he he) Na µT] 
µou K04JEl va 11w n110Ta at-.t-.o! (he he). TEAOS" 11avTwv 
.. EKE{ AEW ea TO 11a{ew napeEVOTTT], Kat va TO\J AEW, 

Kat etpETE EXW apyT]<JEl, Ol 6tKOl µou EXOUVE aVTj<JU

XTJO"El TTOAU, (he he) Kl EXOUV aVT]<JUXTJ<JEl 11a:pa TIOAU, 

Kat ea µE TIEptµEVOUVE Kl auTa, Kat TIPETIEl va yupfow 

ypl]yopa <J11{n, ytaT{ ea Et6011otl]<Jouv a<JTuvoµtES", Kat 

va KCXVW TETOta. ME Ta x{t-.ta <;6pta q>Tavw <JTilTl µou, 

TOU AEW va µE <JTaµaTTj<JEl µta TTOAUKaTOlKta nptv, 

ETO"l OTTWS" ETpEµa a116 TO <j>o{3o µou, Kat µ11a{vw <JTT] 

6t11;>..avl] no;>..uKaTotK{a, Kat Tov E{3AETia auT6v µE TO 

Tae{ EKEl TTEpa, TTEp{:µEva, TTEpt:µEva, T<JOUKOU T<JOUKOU 

Eq>UyE atJTOS", µETa naTaW Kl EYW µta TPEXCXAa. Kat-.d 
µETa EKava Kat vEa {3AaKEta, va 11w OAT] TTJV t<JTopfo 

<JTOUS" yovds µou, Ol OTIOlOl µE KOl Ta<;avE <JTO ET<Jl. 

I once chanced on a porn star cabby, at three o'clock in the 
morning in Halandri, or was it in Nea Smirni, a friend walked me 
to the taxi, so I say (to myself) fine I'll sit next to the driver, I 
didn't think that I'd be the only passenger, me wearing now a hot 
mini skirt, because I'd been to a dinner-party. So we set off, we 
both light a cigarette, what's your name, what do you do, what's 
your subject, I say I study theatre and film, he says I've worked in 
the film industry, I give him a good look, I say really? what did 
you do? he says one day I pick up this guy, a fantastic director, 
and he asked me to act in one of his movies, I say which director, 
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which movie, well some porn flicks, well at that point I think oh 
my god, what have I got into, meanwhile the bloody light changes, 
red, and he does this to me, grabs my thigh tight, and tells me, I'm a 
real stud in bed, and what do you think I answer, good for you 
(he he), I can't believe I didn't come up with anything else (he he). 
Anyway at this point I decide to pretend I am pure as snow, I tell 
him my parents must be worried sick (he he), and they must be 
worried sick, and they'll be waiting for me, and I must go back 
home before they call the police (he he), and saying stuff like that. 
At last we manage to get home, I tell him to drop me off one block 
of flats before mine, I was so scared at that point, and I enter the 
building next door, and I could see him in the cab over there, and I 
waited and waited, a bit later he slowly pulled away, and I 
sprint off. Well then I put my foot in it once more, I told my 
parents what had happened, who were looking at me like this. 

The example above is typical of many women's stories in the 
data which draw on gender stereotypes to construct the 
narrator's "figure" as a frightened creature, unable to defend or 
assert herself when confronted with difficult or embarrassing 
situations. In this case, the choice of self-presentation can be 
understood in the light of the context where the story was told. 
Self-deprecation, a tellable theme for a woman's storytelling, 
allowed the narrator to achieve a humorous and successful 
delivery judging from the audience's uptake and the fact that 
the story set the pattern for a whole storytelling round from the 
rest of the women in the company. This storytelling round 
changed the balance of the whole interaction which, up to that 
point, had been monopolized by the two men's storytelling. 
Furthermore, the self-deprecation of the story's figure 
ultimately served the self-enhancement of the storyteller in the 
conversational setting. This self-enhancement mainly relied on 
strategic recasting of gendered stereotypes and positions (e.g. 
taxi-driver flirts with female client, woman invokes the 
protection of her family when confronted with a man's advances, 
etc.). 

While the discussion of this section has by no means 
exhausted the topic of the stories' indexing of gender, it has 
demonstrated how the tellers' self-presentation and their 
relationships with the audience in conversational contexts are 
shaped and mediated by social acts and stances larger than the 
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projects they are momentarily engaged in. In addition, it has 
shown how differences in men's and women's styles of self
presentation are preferential choices which achieve inter
actional goals for the social actors by drawing on culturally 
gendered positions. 

Conclusion 
This paper has focused on Greek conversational narratives, a 
discourse type which, though unsensational, is a central 
communication mode and at the heart of everyday interactions in 
Greece. The aim of shedding light on the indexicality of its main 
linguistic choices seemed timely in view of an apparent need to 
(i) investigate oral discourse types in the Greek "orality-biased" 
society and (ii} contribute to the growing body of sociolinguistic 
studies which are vital for establishing interpretative links 
between linguistic usage and sociocultural processes in Greece. 
The notion of indexicality was chosen as a conceptual tool for 
analyzing the social potential of discourse construction, in line 
with current thinking in research on text-context interaction. The 
starting point of the discussion was the finding that the essence 
of the Greek stories' textuality lies in the creation of a 
performance which is based on a specific set of linguistic devices. 
The argument was that these devices are essentially modes of 
action and strategies in their communicative contexts. As such, 
they index the roles and functions of the storytelling activity, 
the storytellers' sociocultural identities and their relationships 
with the audience. The above was mainly demonstrated through 
a focus on how performances serve the storytellers' self
presentation and, by implication, their alignments with the 
audiences. It was found that, in order to create sympathetic 
alignments with the audiences and a wide base of support for 
their views, storytellers capitalize on the participation frame
works which narrative performances create. In addition, they 
strategically employ social and cultural stereotypes which point 
to a kinship-oriented and interpersonal construal of meaning. 
These are also involved in a constitutive relationship with the 
storytellers' gender identity. 

Since any text's indexicality is multi-faceted, the discussion 
has covered only salient indexing properties of the stories. Its 
aim was to show how new light can be shed on linguistic 
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strategies when they are linked to social and cultural projects. 
For the Greek stories, this meant that their performance choices 
are not just the sum of linguistic devices, the exponents of a 
dramatic style or even the intelligent choices of individual 
tellers. They are rather the main vehicles for the stories' 
indexing of their immediate and wider context. Furthermore, 
their patterning and un-markedness are not just an impressive 
stylistic statistic. They are also a key to the understanding of 
how performances systematically act as resources or context
ualization cues for participants in their everyday interactions. 
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